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Chapter 14: Physical Chemistry  

Physical chemistry demonstrates how a poorly conceived foundation results in an over-

complication of a science. It remains troublesome that so many are so fully indoctrinated. Theory  

has been massaged so that it seemingly validates empirical data, although so much of what is 

claimed remains awkward to fully envision. Moreover, how does one now convert all that data, 

backing centuries of misinterpretation into something more readily understood? Estimated 

recovery time; generations.  

There will be those who will argue that this author is not a chemist thus should leave well 

enough alone. To which, I fully agree. But I equally feel that the rethink has to start somewhere, 

so here I begrudgingly will attempt a start.  

Traditional Thoughts on Entropy 

Traditional interpretations: One often starts with this total differential: 
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   where 



Ni is the number of particles involved in the reaction. 

   Applying the equations of state, Trad A) becomes the preferred reactions equation: 
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All the above are extensive variables then integrating gives for isothermal entropy: 
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where 



ui Ni  is taken to be the chemical potential.  

Issues with the above include: 

1) There is not a proper universal understanding for entropy, yet it remains so fundamental.  

2)  Many chemical reactions are limited to isothermal processes i.e. heat bath experiments.  

3) Our understanding of internal energy is not much better than entropy’s.  

4) A better understanding the differences between a system’s ability to do work (PV) vs its 

total energy (3PV/2 for monatomic gas) e.g. enthalpy vs energy.  

Reaction Rates 

Chemical reactions generally when molecules/atoms are in thermal contact. The implication 

being that the molecules/atoms should be capable of movement, hence, for the most part reactions 

naturally occur when one or more of the reactants are either in the liquid, or, gaseous state. Of 

course solids can be crushed, and mixed, thus enabling reactions to occur.          

Higher temperatures results in higher mean energetics.  Hence for gases this generally means 

increased velocities. Furthermore, for polyatomic gases, solids and liquids, higher temperatures 

mean increased stronger molecular vibrations. Accordingly temperature increases generally result 

in an increased energy exchanged per collision, thus increasing reaction rates. 
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Chemical Reaction 

Fig 14.1 illustrates a simple chemical 

reaction; two charged atoms/ions on the L.H.S. 

combine to form a single polar molecule, as is shown on the R.H.S. 

Let “U” be the bonding energy, which includes the intermolecular and/or intramolecular 

bonding energy. If a system of 



Ni molecules undergoes a chemical reaction then the change in the 

system’s chemical potential (



ui Ni ) becomes: 



i
i1

 Ni  U    14.1 

The change in bonding potential should include changes to both the intramolecular bonding 

energy and/or the intermolecular potential/bonding energy.   

Enthalpy of Reaction 

Imagine that a reaction occurs resulting in a volume increase, which displaces our atmosphere. 

Next consider the enthalpy relation: PVH   . For a chemical reaction the internal energy (  ) 

is considered to be based solely upon bonding energy/potential (U), in which case the enthalpy 

relation becomes: 

PVUH      14.2 

Differentiating eqn 14.2 gives the change to the enthalpy, hence:  

PdVVdPdUPVddUdH  )(  14.3 

  Understand that PdVVdPPVd )(  is actually only a valid approximation for infinitesimally 

small change. Less obvious is that eqn 14.3 assumes the reaction to be isothermal! For an isobaric 

reaction, eqn 14.3 becomes: 

PdVdUdH     14.4 (a) 

As defined by eqn 14.4 (a), the enthalpy change is the change to chemical potential (dU) plus 

work (PdV) that is done onto the surrounding atmosphere during an isobaric isothermal reaction.  

An Argument against Tradition 

As stated in Chapter 1; The internal energy (  ) is accepted as being the summation of all microscopic 

energies, i.e. that being system’s total energy. Consider eqn 1.8 ; PVH   . If the pressure and volume 

are a direct result of those very microscopic internal energies then the enthalpy relation is arguably 

illogical since the mechanical parameters (PV) are added to the total internal energy in order to give the 

systems total enthalpy! So what is enthalpy total energy plus PV of the system? No way! 

Ignoring the above problematic reality now reconsider eqn 14.4 (a). It states that the only 

change to a system’s internal energy is the change to its bonding potentials (dU), which sounds 

fine until you ask what about eqn 14.2? It lacks any real validity because to say that the system’s 
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total energy is solely based upon their chemical potential (U) also is non-sensible.  

However, recognizing that work is done external to the system, therefore expanding systems 

tend to do work onto our atmosphere ( dVPW atm ) hence P in eqn 14.4 is actually the 

atmospheric pressure (Patm). Now we can properly rewrite eqn 14.4 (a) as. 

dVPdUdH atm       14.4 

As previously discussed: dV can be considered as the expanding system’s volume increase, 

however since the expanding system is a subsystem of the atmosphere, then dV is equally the 

atmosphere’s volume increase. Eqn 14.4 has a certain logic that neither eqn 14.2 nor  14.4 (a) nor 

eqn 1.8 possess. 

Since expanding systems tend to do work onto the atmosphere, therefore insulated expanding 

system experience a temperature decrease. Hence isothermal eqn 14.4 is really limited to 

idealistic expanding system surrounded by heat baths, where thermal energy that is freely given 

into the expanding system. Accordingly, eqn 14.4 still remains conceptually limited. 

Heat of Reaction 

“Heat of reaction” signifies the amount of thermal energy exchanged between a system and its 

surroundings during an isothermal chemical reaction. For an isolated system that exchanges 

neither energy, nor matter, with its surroundings a reaction results in a systematic energy change. 

The classification of reactions depends upon whether eqn 14.4 is positive or negative, e.g.: 

1) An exothermic chemical reaction releases energy onto its surroundings: 0dH , hence the 

reaction can occur spontaneously, if and when the reactants are in thermal contact.  

2) An endothermic chemical reaction requires energy onto its surroundings: 0dH , hence 

energy is required for the reaction to occur, when the reactants are in thermal contact.  

In practice one generally calculates how much energy would be required to restore the system 

to its initial state based upon by its temperature change multiplied by its heat capacity i.e. one of 

eqn 1.28;
 pp dTdQmc )/)(/1(' , thru eqn 1.31:

 vv dTdQnC )/)(/1( .  

Discussion Concerning a System’s Energy and What We See of a Reaction 

What is the energy contained within a system? As previously stated, it is not actually 

defined by the enthalpy relation: PVH   . I.e. a monatomic ideal gas’s total energy is 

kinetic ( TE ): 2/3PVET  . Accordingly, a system’s total thermal energy ( TE ) is defined in 

terms of its isometric molar heat capacity (Cv), temperature (T), and number of moles (n) 

could be written in terms of eqn 5.6: TnCE vT  .  

Remember eqn 5.6 assumes that the heat capacity is constant through all temperature regimes 

and, this may not necessarily be the case i.e., eqn 5.6 is an approximation, which is valid for most 

temperatures that we readily experience. Differentiating eqn 5.6 determines an isometric system’s 

total thermal energy change: 

dTnCdE vT    14.5         
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Is it safe to assume that change to the bonding potential (dU) has no temperature dependence? 

If the bonding potential is solely related to the mean distance (r) between bound molecules then 

there should be little temperature dependence for condensed matter and/or isometric gases. 

Accordingly the total energy (Etotal= binding potential plus thermal energy) could be 

approximated in terms of the isometric heat capacity (Cv), i.e.: 

 TnCUE vTotal                   14.6 

Differentiating eqn 14.6 gives the change to total energy: 

dTnCdUdE vTotal   14.7  

Exothermic Reaction 

Imagine that infrared phonons/photons are released by 

an exothermic reaction in a fully insulated isometric 

system, as illustrated in Fig. 14.2. Such phonons/photons 

should be absorbed by the surrounding condensed matter 

thus raising the system’s temperature.  

However, the total energy of the system does not 

change. Specifically, the lowering (change) of chemical 

potential energy simply resulted in the system’s temperature increase. For this isometric reaction: 

dTnCdU v    and  0TotaldE      14.8 

In the above exothermic case, the change in chemical potential energy is negative ( 0dU ), 

hence the system’s temperature increase is positive as defined by: 

vv nCdUnCdUdT //    14.9 

Next imagine the case of a system of a dilute gas, wherein the system’s walls absorb the 

energy from an exothermic reaction. Again, the system’s temperature (including walls) should 

increase, assuming that the temperature change is actually measureable. Accordingly, for isolated 

rigid systems exothermic reactions result in an increase to the system’s temperature i.e. dT , 

dU , 0totaldE  ! 

If the system is not insulated and is in thermal contact with a heat bath/sink then the above 

processes may appear isothermal. For this seemingly-isothermal exothermic reaction: 0dU , 

0dT , and 0TotaldE . Remember the surrounding atmosphere can be considered as being an 

isothermal heat bath/sink for most quasi-static processes. 

Endothermic Reaction 

Now consider an endothermic reaction in an insulated closed rigid system. Since the energy 

required for the reaction comes from the thermal phonons/photons contained within system then: 

0dU , and: 0dT  (assuming that it is measurable), such that: 0TotaldE . Again equations 14.8 

and 14.9 hold true. Accordingly, for isolated rigid systems, endothermic reactions results in a 

system’s temperature decrease i.e. dT , dU , 0totaldE  ! 
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If the above system is not insulated and is in thermal contact with a heat bath/sink then the 

process may appear isothermal. For this case of an endothermic reaction: 0dU , 0dT , and 

0TotaldE . Again the surrounding atmosphere maybe an isothermal heat bath/sink for most quasi-

static processes. 

If a chemical reaction releases high-energy, short-wavelength phonons/photons, of the kind 

not readily absorbed by condensed matter, then the expectation is that these phonons/photons may 

pass through the system’s matter (condensed and/or gaseous). Such high-frequency 

phonons/photons may also interact with matter in other ways, e.g. be absorbed by another 

reaction, or strike a high-energy photon detector, allowing us to measure it. 

Consideration of Work 

It must be emphasized that whether the reaction is exothermic or endothermic, any expanding 

system that does work  onto their surroundings such as upwardly displacing of our atmosphere 

(lost work), then that process is irreversible. Which is to say that the reverse reaction will not 

involve the same magnitude of energy, as the initial reaction had?  

Accordingly: If the forward endothermic reaction involves work, i.e. the heat of reaction is 

defined by isobaric enthalpy change (dH or H ) then this differs from reverse reaction, i.e. the 

heat of reaction  is now the negative change in bonding potential ( dU or U ) rather than the 

negative of enthalpy! I.e.: 

Forward heat of endothermic reaction that does work onto the atmosphere: VPUH   
Reverse heat of the above endothermic reaction: U  

The above is really no different than when the differences between isometric and isobaric heat 

capacities of gases was discussed back in Chapter 5.  

Conversely: If the forward exothermic reaction involves work, i.e. the heat of reaction is 

defined by isobaric enthalpy change (dH or H ) then this also differs from reverse reaction, i.e. 

the negative change in bonding potential ( dU or U ) plus any work that is done! I.e.: 

Forward heat of exothermic reaction that does work onto the atmosphere: VPUH 
 

Reverse heat for the above exothermic reaction = U  

 

Traditional Assertion of Work into a System 

It is of interest that in traditional physical chemistry you may read about pressure-volume 

work (PdV) being done onto the surrounding atmosphere but there seems to be little 

understanding that this means the process is irreversible. Remember that in terms of the 

expanding system (chemical reaction) that the work is negative (W=-PdV), i.e.  a loss of energy 

by expanding system, while in terms of the surrounding atmosphere this work is positive 

(W=+PdV), i.e. a potential energy gain. 

To improve our understanding, consider the following gaseous reaction of carbon monoxide 

and oxygen being the reactants with the product being carbon dioxide: 
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2CO(g) + O2 (g) 2CO2 (g) 

Assume the gases are ideal then the volume of the products must be less than the volume of 

the reactants. Hence, if performed in an isobaric calorimeter at constant temperature of 298 K, 

one attains an enthalpy change: 566H kJ. 

  The traditional argument is based upon the ideal gas law and writing the work done onto the 

system as; )( if nnRTVP  . And since two is the number of moles of products (nf=2), while 

three is the number of moles of reactants (ni=3), then 5.2VP  kJ. Accordingly, based upon 

traditional eqn 14.4 (A): VPUH  , then; 5.563)5.2566( U kJ. Note in these 

considerations, the vibrational energy (in carbon dioxide) is seemingly forgotten or perhaps it is 

considered as part of the bonding energy. This will be addressed in the following section.  

The above wrong assertion that the system’s volume decreased means that work is done onto 

the system/reaction by surrounding atmosphere is unpalatable. The reality is that no work is ever 

done into a shrinking system by the surrounding atmosphere! Rather the surrounding atmosphere 

would simply experience a change of some of its potential energy into kinetic energy, due to such 

a volume decrease!  

So how do we resolve the above issues? One must understand that the change in bonding 

potential ( U ) is generally an isometric consideration, in which case the pressure decrease is due 

to the reduction in number of moles of gas. If this occurs in an insulated system, then there should 

be a temperature decrease due to any natural P-T system relationships, as discussed in Chapter 7!  

Seemingly the above reaction shoes product was carbon dioxide warrabnts a rethink. I will 

leave it up to those who deal with such matter to properly fill in all of the numbers as I remain 

unsure as to what exactly and/or how the measurements were taken. However I will now present 

an approach that at least makes more sense to this author.   

Reaction & Isothermal Change to the Number of Gaseous Molecules 

Investigating the previous discussed formation of carbon dioxide by starting with the reverse 

reaction that does work. 

Consider that State 1 is a sufficiently-dilute diatomic gas and that becomes a dilute monatomic 

gas, State 2, while all enclosed by walls. Herein, the number of gaseous molecules doubles from 

N to 2N. If the process is isobaric, then the volume occupied by State 2, will become twice that 

occupied by State 1, as is illustrated in Figures 14.3 and 14.4. Next consider that the systems are 

surrounded by a heat bath hence they remain both isothermal and isobaric but not isometric.   

In Chapter 2, the total translational & rotational plus vibrational energy associated with a 

contained gas was given by eqn 2.19: )2/1"(  nNkTET . As a reminder: The validity of eqn 2.19 

is really limited to smaller polyatomic gases i.e. 4"n  as they generally would be a rough 

approximation at best for larger polyatomic molecules, as was discussed back in Chapter 5. 
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For the products: N monatomic ( 1"n ) gas molecules, which have no vibrational energies, 

then the gas’ translational & rotational energy, as defined by eqn 2.19 is: 2/3NkT . But there are 

2N monatomic gas molecules, hence the total kinetic energy of the products is: 



ET (prod) 3(2N)kT /2 3NkT   14.10         

For the reactants: Diatomic gases ( 2"n ) consisting of N gas molecules, the gas’ translational 

& rotational plus vibrational energy is also defined by eqn 2.19. Hence the total energy of the 

reactants was:  



ET (react) 5NkT /2    14.11               

Therefore, for a reaction wherein the reactants are diatomic gas, while the products are 

monatomic gas molecules, then based purely upon kinematics (translational & rotational plus 

vibrational energy), the required energy for an isobaric isothermal process is: 



ET (prod) ET(react) 3NkT5NkT /2 NkT /2   14.12              

What about work? The isobaric volume increase means that isothermal work ( dVPW atmatm  ) 

is done when the process involves the displacement of Earth’s atmosphere. The work required to 

displace the weight of the overlying portion of the heat bath can be ignored if the heat bath is 

shallow enough i.e. 0h . 

A sufficiently-dilute contained gas can obey both Avogadro’s hypothesis and the ideal gas 

law. For such a gas the volume change equals the original volume of State 1, i.e.: )1(StateVdV  , 

then the work that was done by the expanding closed system of gas becomes: 

NkTdVPW atmatm   14.13          

Therefore, the energy required for both work done and changes to kinematics, would be 

obtained by adding eqn 14.13 to eqn 14.12, which  gives the total required kinematic energy as. 



ET (required) NkT NkT /2 3NkT /2  14.14       

The actual total energy change required in going from a diatomic to monatomic gas, would 

also have to consider changes to bonding potential (U) i.e. change to potential energy change of a 

cloud of charged gas plus/minus intermolecular bonding: 
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ET (required) 3NkT /2 [U(monatomic)U(diatomic)]   14.15   

Conversely, if the product was a diatomic gas while the reactants were two monatomic gases, 

then no work would be done: 0atmW  because the volume of products is less than the volume of 

reactants. Therefore, the total energy change associated with that reaction should be: 



ET (diatomic) ET(monatomic) [U(diaatomic)U(monatomic)]NkT /2 14.16               

If there are no changes to chemical potential energy, then the only energy change is due to 

kinematics, in which case the energy change is:  



ET (prod) ET(react) ET (diatomic) ET(monatomic) NkT /2      14.17        

And the negative sign means energy is released i.e. would be spontaneous. Remember the 

reason that the magnitude of the reverse reaction does not equal the original reaction is that no 

work was done in the reverse reaction. Of course we could go on and on. These basic principles 

that can be applied to other polyatomic gases! 

Non-Isothermal Reactions 

Now consider the same reaction and expansion but instead of the heat bath, the experimental 

system is fully insulated, as is illustrated in Figures 14.5 and 14.6. 

 

Again the kinematic energy of the monatomic gases (product) is defined by: NkTE prodT 3)(  , 

while the diatomic gas’s (reactants) kinematic energy is defined by: 2/5)( NkTE reactT  . Therefore 

the change in kinematics is given by eqn 14.12: 2/)()( NkTEE reactTprodT  .  Or is it? Eqn 14.12 

assumes that the process is isothermal but as the system expands it does work, hence its 

temperature decreases.  

If the reaction is considered to only involves kinematics then: 

dVPEE atmprodTreactT  )()(   14.18     

Substituting in gives: 

dVPNkTNkT atmfi  32/5   14.19        

Assume that the system’s initial temperature equals that of the surroundings, then based upon 
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the ideal gas law: iifatmatm NkTVVPdVP  )( .  Therefore eqn 14.19 becomes: 

ifi NkTNkTNkT  32/5   14.20         

Based solely upon kinematic energy one might be inclined to write: 



3NkTf  5NkTi /2NkTi  3NkTi /2              14.21      

 Solving gives: 

  



Tf  Ti /2     14.22            

Remember eqn 14.22 is an interesting result but it does NOT consider the energy associated 

with change to chemical potential energy (U). If the potential energy were considered then eqn 

14.21 could be rewritten: 

2/33 iiff NkTUNkTU   14.23      

Certainly the temperature change is not as readily determined as it was for the case of no 

chemical potential energy change. 

Note: If the reaction was initially spontaneous, then there may be a point where the 

temperature has declined so much that there is no longer sufficient thermal energy to drive the 

reaction. This differentiates from the same process in contact with a heat bath where thermal 

energy is freely extracted from the heat bath. Remember often the surrounding atmosphere may 

enable a reaction to continue by maintaining the isothermal nature of that process, e.g. for many 

quasi-static reactions.    

Another Discussion 

Traditionally in chemistry one often talks about the energy of reaction versus randomness. Of 

course randomness is not a particularly scientific term i.e. it lacks clarity. No matter, in the above, 

it was discussed how a reaction that involves volume increase requires work while its reverse 

reaction does not. Hopefully you will take this heart, realizing that concepts involving any direct 

association of randomness with energy are based upon ill-conceived traditional conscripts, similar 

to those beholden onto entropy.   

Endothermic Reaction and Work by Heating  

 An endothermic reaction often requires energy from an external source. Fig 14.7 shows 

System 1 in State 1 being heated, thus providing a total thermal energy ( 11 TdEQ  ). The result: 

System 1 is transformed into State 2, wherein a volume increase has occurred hence work (W) is 

done as shown in Fig.14.8. 
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Instead of thinking in terms of changes to kinematics, the view in terms of heat capacities will 

be contemplated. Consider that the temperature of State 2 is higher than that of State 1, therefore 

the thermal energy required for the temperature increase is: dTnCE pT  . Start by assuming that 

no energy leaves State 2: 02 Q . Since the isobaric heat capacity ( pC ) includes the work done 

onto the atmosphere, the increase in the energy in going from State 1 to State 2 is: 

dUdTnCdEQ pTotal  11   14.24                                  

The isometric heat capacity ( vC ) does not include the work done/lost, i.e. atmatmdVPW   onto 

our atmosphere. Therefore in terms of isometric heat capacity eqn 14.24 can be rewritten as: 

dUdVPdTnCQ atmatmv 1  14.25                                        

If energy is extracted from State 2: 



Q2 0, then eqn 14.24 becomes: 

21 QdUdTnCQ p   14.26                                   

And the maximum amount of energy that can possibly be extracted from State 2 becomes: 



Q2 Q1 nCpdT  dU  14.27                       

If this were a continuous process then the preference may be to completely rewrite the above 

in differential form. I.e. instead of the total heat (



Q), derivatives (



dQ) would be used, thus: 



dQ2  dQ1 nCpdT  dU  14.28  

Helmholtz free energy 

As was briefly discussed in Chapter 9, free energy is basically the energy that can be extracted 

from a system, hence is available to do work, or to be used as energy by another system. 

Substituting dF(free) for 



dQ2 then based upon eqn 14.28, the maximum amount of energy that can 

be extracted becomes: 

dUdTnCdQdF pfree  1)(  14.29                      

Of course this extracted energy (dF or



dQ2) could be used for work in which case dF could be 

replaced with 



Woutif the efficiency was 100%. Ultimately, dF(free) is a generality for the maximum 
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amount of energy that can be extracted from a system. 

 In English the free energy as described by eqn 14.29 is for an energy input (dQ1) minus the 

energy used in heating the system (nCpdT) minus the energy required by an endothermic chemical 

reaction (dU).  

Next consider the case of no heat input (



dQ1 0) hence eqn 14.29 becomes: 

dUdTnCdF pfree )(  14.30                      

If the reaction releases energy then: 0dU . Now the maximum amount of energy that can be 

extracted from this exothermic reaction becomes: 

dTnCdUdF pfree )(  14.31 

Which can be rewritten in terms of molar isometric heat capacity (



Cv) and work done onto the 

atmosphere [ dVP atm)( ] as: 

dVPdTnCdUdF atmvfree )(  14.32 

Eqn 14.32 mimics the traditionally accepted change to Helmholtz free energy (dF) for a 

chemical reaction. If there were no chemical reaction ( 0dU ) then the maximum amount of 

energy/work that could be extracted becomes: 

dVPdTnCdF atmvfree )(  14.33 

Compare eqn 14.33  to a traditionally accepted equation for changes to Helmholtz free energy 

(dF) i.e. eqn 15.13: PdVSdTdF  .  Seemingly, now entropy (S) equals the number of moles 

time isometric molar heat capacity (nCv).  It seems that Helmholtz free energy is right but 

arguably for the wrong reasons. Note this will be discussed again in the next Chapter 15: 

 For exothermic chemical reaction Helmholtz free energy can be written as: 

dUPdVSdTdF  , you also may see the change in bonding potential written as: )( NddU 

, where  is the molecular bonding potential. Note chemists often use dA instead of dF which is 

preferred by physicists for Helmholtz free energy.   

Endothermic Reaction and Work 
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Next consider that the energy for an endothermic reaction comes from with the thermal energy within 

a system: 0dU , and: 0dT  and that work is done onto the surrounding atmosphere. Now the system 

does work, i.e. an isobaric volume increase as is illustrated in Figures 14.9 and 14.10. Therefore:  

dTnCdVPdU vatm           14.34 

      And since the work is done externally to the system then: 

dVPddE atmTotal       14.35  

Eqn 14.35 describes that the change to a system’s energy (A.K.A. internal energy) is actually 

the lost work that is done onto the surrounding atmosphere.               

Reconsider that the energy required for an endothermic reaction comes from with the thermal 

energy contained within a system: 0dU , and: 0dT , but now the system experiences an 

isometric pressure increase as is illustrated in Figures 14.11 and 14.12.  

 

There is no actual work done onto/into the rigid closed & insulated system! But there is a 

pressure increase that results in an increase in the system’s potential to do work. As with any 

pressure increase there should be an associated temperature increase unless thermal energy is 

allowed to radiate away into the surroundings. Can we now write? 

dTnCVdPdU v And 0TotaldE        14.36 

The problems with eqn 14.36 are: 

1) The increase in potential to do work (VdP) is not the same as the change in the system’s internal 

energy i.e. as defined by kinetic theory; an isometric ideal monatomic gas’ energy change is: 

3VdP/2.  

2) Does VdP actually address the closed & insulated system’s temperature increase or is there more 

to its functionality with temperature? And is this functionality state dependent?  

Accept that some thought followed by clarity is required. If these issues associated with eqn 

14.36 are conveniently  ignored, then the energy that could be theoretically extracted (Gextract) 

becomes: 

dTnCVdPdUG vextract     14.37 

Now look at the similarities between Gibbs-Duhem relation ( SdTVdPNdG   ) and eqn 
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14.37. Again if S=nCv then eqn 14.37 corresponds to the Gibbs-Duhem relation. Certainly there is 

room for more contemplation and assertion by others. 

Addressing the above problematic issue 1) for gases, one might be inclined to rewrite eqn 

14.36 as: 

dTnCVdPdUG vextract  2/3       14.38 

Certainly eqn 14.38 does present some food for thought, but even if accepted one must bear in 

mind it is limited to gases that behave ideally, i.e. are sufficiently dilute and are not large 

polyatomic molecules and are in system’s with walls i.e. most experimental apparatus. Of course 

if eqn 14.38 has any real validity then one might consider the problematic issue 2) along with 1).  

What then about a temperature change associated with natural P-T system relations? More 

food for thought. What if VdP in eqn 14.37 actually relates to the temperature change associated 

with the natural P-T relationship. In other words it correlated to dT, perhaps by the ideal gas law 

for isometric systems i.e.VdP=NkdT.  

Again at this point this author does not claim to hold all the answers, hence is hoping for 

insights by others. 

Traditional Assertions of Enthalpy 

It has been discussed how problematic the simple enthalpy relation can be. It must be 

emphasized that seemingly one never actually considers a system’s actual enthalpy as defined by 

eqn 14.2. Rather we only consider the system’s enthalpy change as defined by eqn 14.4 (A): 

PdVdUdH  . In hindsight this alone should have set off alarms! As discussed  in fact the only 

way to think would be in terms of eqn 14.4: dVPdUdH atm  

 Certainly, limiting ones thought to enthalpy change diverted our attention from the fact that 

the enthalpy relation makes little sense, except for when change that includes any work being 

done onto the surrounding atmosphere. The issues go deeper because enthalpy change was 

allowed become such a dominate aspect for all chemical analysis even though it actual 

interpretation was fraught in deceptive logic, i.e. the so-called standard enthalpy of reaction (
oH ) is actually in practice the enthalpy change of reaction  

Just consider Hess’s law, which fundamentally states that enthalpy’s are additive. It is not that 

the enthalpies are additive, rather it is a case of the enthalpy changes can be additive! It is easy to 

understand that the chemical potential changes ( U ) in some multi-step reaction are additive but 

so too are energy losses attributable to the volume increases. Accordingly, if in one step of a 

reaction there is a volume increase, while at the same time the next step involves another volume 

increase then those volume increases are additive, i.e. the work done onto the surroundings is 

additive.  

Similarly, if in one step of a reaction involves a volume increase, while another step involves a 

volume decrease then those volume may or may not be additive. It may depend upon whether the 

volume increase actually does work onto the atmosphere before the volume decrease occurs, or if 

the increase and decrease all happen in unison. Even so, if the net result of any step is an isobaric 

volume increase, then work is done onto surrounding atmosphere (PdV).  
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But there is never work done into the system/reaction by the surrounding atmosphere. Net 

system volume decreases, simply allows for the surrounding atmosphere to transform some of its 

potential energy into kinetic energy, which is actually equivalent to heat. 

In the isometric systems where reactions result in a pressure change thus altering the natural 

P-T relationship within the system e.g. lower pressure in a system can lend itself to a temperature 

decrease. Conversely, if the pressure increases then higher system pressure can lend itself to a 

temperature increase. 

Note: The standard state for enthalpy (change?) ( oH ) is 1 bar pressure (10
5
 Pa), at some 

defined temperature which is taken to be for gases, T=298.15 k (25
o
 C) unless otherwise stated. 

It should be further understood that enthalpy changes can generally be experimentally 

analyzed, hence are readily measured when there is a volume increase. However the reverse 

experiment is not always readily accomplished. Specifically when there is a volume increase then 

what one measures is the enthalpy change. However when there is a net volume decrease then the 

measurement may lack experimental clarity, even though the result should simply be the change 

in bonding potential e.g. no work is done. 

Cohesive Forces Changes in Liquids   

Pressure change in gaseous state is readily envisioned but what about chemical reactions in the 

liquid state?  Before answering the cohesive forces in the liquid state should also be reconsidered. 

Chemical reactions often occur in the incompressible liquid state, e.g. an isometric system. 

Consider a liquid system of atoms reacting and becoming a system of dipole molecules. 

Specifically, State 1 consists of 24 positive charged atoms, and 24 negative charged atoms, as 

illustrated in Fig 14.13. While as shown in Fig 14.14, State 2 consists of 24 polar molecules. 

 

The intermolecular bonding energy in State 1 is due to the attraction between oppositely 

charged atoms/molecules. The bonding energy associated with State 2 is due to two factors. 

Firstly: The attraction between the newly formed molecule’s dipole moments e.g. an 

intermolecular potential energy. Secondly: The molecular bonding energy when the molecule 

formed from a pair of atoms e.g. intramolecular energy. The two energies could be separated or 

left so that the bonding energy (U) is due to both. 

Interestingly, changes in intermolecular potential energy (dU), should result in changes in the 

liquid’s cohesive forces, which may actually alter the pressure felt within the liquid! This concept 

confounds traditional thermodynamics and will be discussed in the second book of this series 

(assuming it gets published) wherein tensile layers, and their associated cohesive forces are re-
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analyzed. Therein, it will be discussed why pressure changes due to changes in a liquid’s 

cohesive forces do occur but would not be readily measurable with any pressure probe.  

So although not readily measurable, the changes in intermolecular forces should result in a 

pressure change within that liquid, in which case the energy change associated with the isometric 

pressure change becomes:VdP . Again this may or may not, result in a temperature change 

depending in part, upon how the experiment is designed. 

Consider that a system of liquid molecules is State 1, as illustrated in Fig. 14.15. Imagine that 

an isometric reaction occurs, resulting in a change to the intermolecular cohesive forces, e.g. State 

2, as illustrated in Fig 14.16. Furthermore consider that there is no attraction between the walls 

and contained liquid, i.e. if water then hydrophobic walls.  

 

Accepting that an isometric pressure increase is work into the liquid then again we have eqn 

14.36: dTnCVdPdU v And 0TotaldE , which could be rewritten as: 



dU  CvdT VdP   14.39      

Eqn 14.41 implies a correlation between intermolecular bonding change, and the isometric 

liquid pressure change. Traditional thermodynamics considers changes to Gibbs free energy ( dG ) 

as eqn 15.17: VdPSdTdG  . Although our analysis, and reasoning, is very different to that 

which is currently accepted, you should see the resemblance to eqn 14.39. It is intriguing but not 

necessarily fulfilling. And no this author is not saying that on a per mole basis: yCS  , nor that: 

dGdU  .  Rather this author is saying that the science needs a rethink. Note: More on the 

traditional derivation for Gibbs free energy will be given in Chapter 15. 

Do these equations fail to acknowledge that a natural temperature –pressure (P-T) relation 

exists? Or is it actually part of the temperature decrease? Moreover, does the increase in potential 

(VdP) to do work in a liquid actually represent the energy increase within that liquid, becomes a 

question that warrants consideration. Furthermore, do we treat a liquid similar to a gas or can we 

simply apply the Gibb-Duham relation (eqn 14.37: dTnCVdPdUG vextract  ) to liquids? 

Remember: It must be understood that VdP can represent an increase in a gaseous system’s 

potential to do work but that is not to say any work is actually done! Specifically work is always 

done external to a system and any isometric pressure increase may be nothing more than an 

increase in the ability/potential to do work, and this is often based upon a comparison to the 

surrounding’s pressure, which may or may not actually represent true energy change within the 

system. As previously stated: In both liquids and gases VdP may also have an association with  

temperature change.  
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 Traditional chemistry 

Change to Gibbs free energy is accepted as the definitive factor in determining whether, or 

not, a given reaction occurs within a system. Specifically, if: 0dG , then a chemical reaction is 

considered exergonic, i.e. it releases energy, therefore it should occur spontaneously, when all the 

reactants are in thermal contact. Conversely, when: 0dG  then the chemical reaction is 

considered endergonic, i.e. it requires energy to proceed, when all the reactants are in thermal 

contact. 

Chemists prefer to use the following formulation for changes to Gibbs free energy when deciding 

whether a reaction is spontaneous or not, that being: 



G  H TS    14.40  

As previously discussed, change to enthalpy only makes sense when the system does work onto its 

surroundings. What does this actually mean to eqn 14.40? A chemist will go to his/her tables and read off 

the change in enthalpy and the calculated/tabulated entropy for a given substance. Since they are reading 

the change in enthalpy rather than enthalpy, they really are not using eqn 14.40. Seemingly they are 

actually using: 



G  (H)TS   14.41 

So are we taking the change in the change of enthalpy minus the absolute temperature multiplied by 

the change in entropy. Now for enthalpy change: 



H   PV . If the only internal energy change is 

the chemical potential, i.e. 



  U  then: 



H  UPV . Rewriting eqn 14.41, now gives: 



G  (U  PV)TS  U  (PV)TS     14.42 

Translating eqn 14.42 into English; the change in Gibbs free energy equals the change of the change in 

chemical potential plus the work done onto the surroundings, minus temperature multiplied by the 

entropy change. One must be careful when dealing with such things.  

Assuming that: UU  )( , then what about )( VP . Most likely it is the changes to any work that 

is done. There are issues. Firstly, once the work is done onto the surroundings, it generally is lost, i.e. 

work tends to be irreversible. Secondly, an ideal gas whose energy is for the most part kinetic energy will 

be more efficient at doing work than other gases. Certainly, if gases are part of the reaction then we would 

have to consider any changes in chemical potential plus any work which is done. And then compare this 

to the thermal energy that can be readily extracted. 

Like entropy, no one claims to know what changes to Gibbs free energy really means, except to say 

that it determines spontaneous from non-spontaneous reactions. Entropy whatever its true guise may be, 

retains similarity to heat capacity but seemingly entropy has been transformed into something that also 

makes Gibbs free energy function in real world applications. In other words, the reason Gibbs free energy 

works as a function is that entropy has been twisted and prodded/massaged to make it so. No matter what 

the final outcome is, the traditional understanding of Gibb’s free energy maybe in a shambles, although it 

seemingly works, possibly for the some of the wrong reasons!   

Up to this point it has become obvious that traditional thermodynamics is in need of an overhaul, 

although correlations between our new perspective and traditional assertions can be seen. Let us 

reinvestigate some basics concerning reactions just so that there are no misunderstandings. 

Logarithmic Functionality 

Many consider that entropy change and its association to statistical physics, is a reason for the 
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use of natural logarithmic functions. Certainly probabilities are logarithmic and traditional 

consideration of entropy is based upon such probability functionality. This all sounds grand until 

one realizes that no one really knows what entropy means. Moreover if you adhere to what is 

discussed in this book then it is really a form of circular logic. One must then ask; how does one 

explain this logarithmic functionality that seemingly drives so much of physical chemistry?   

In Chapter 4, the rates of heat transfer were considered. Although heat flows from cold to hot, 

as well as from hot to cold, the net flow is always from hot to cold. This led to eqn 4.43: 

)/(/ 11 heatTTCIndtdq   

For an exothermic chemical reaction the rate at which heat is transferred into the surrounding 

will certainly adhere to similar logic. In so far as eqn 4.43 helps explain a need for using natural 

logs, it is not the only reason. Earlier in Chapter 11 the probability for latent heat was discussed, 

as well as its rates in Chapters 12 and 13. Certainly similar rational apply to chemical reactions.   

Plausible Considerations for Probability of Reaction  

Imagine that a chemical reaction that needs to extract some of the thermal energy within a 

system. In terms of change in chemical potential energy and Boltzmann’s exponential ( Ee  ), as 

is used to define the probability of reaction, then: 

)/exp(' )( kTuBP r           14.43 (a)    

)/exp(' )( RTUBP r              14.43 (b)    

Eqn 14.43  is fundamental to accepted considerations for chemical reactions. Furthermore it implies 

that as the mean thermal energy that can passed along a given direction approaches the change in 

chemical potential, then the probability of reaction approaches unity i.e. as ukT  , %100' )( rP . 

An implication of eqn 14.43 is that the required energy involves a spectrum of thermal energy 

(phonons or photons) as defined by kT and this energy is extracted from only one neighboring molecule, 

which may or may not be the case for changes to some solitary bond. Certainly for latent heat of 

vaporization (Chapters 10&11) it was deduced that six bonds with the six neighbors are broken, hence our 

new kinematics based probability for vaporization [eqn 11.7: )/exp(' )( TTBP bv  ] is required. Certainly, 

all the plausible issues concerning latent heat of vaporization have not been fully resolved. Even so, the 

realization now exists for the need of path determination before 

one can properly write a probability.  

What if the chemical bond required a specified frequency to 

break, then would eqn 14.43 actually still be the best equation? 

Although the odds of the required specified frequency’s 

existence may increase with increasing temperature, in all 

likelihood the answer becomes no. Certainly a somewhat more 

complex analysis may be required. Remember even if the wrong 

exponent were used i.e. wrong kTU / , often the probability can 

be normalized so as to match empirical findings. Hence knowing 

the path is paramount! 

Reconsider that a spectrum with a total thermal energy is required then the following needs to be 

asked: How many neighbors are there from whom required energy can be extracted? For reactions in the 

liquid state; if the reaction involved change to a solitary bond then does the energy required come from a 

solitary neighbor, or does it involve the energy from its six neighbors from along the three dimensions i.e. 
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molecule #14 in Fig 14.17 is at some instant in physical contact with molecules #3, #13, #15 and #26 plus 

two neighbors perpendicular to the page? This is likely frivolous if the change is only to one bond and all 

that is required is the thermal energy from one neighbor, i.e. eqn 14.43 applies!   

Consider that molecules #22,#23 and #35 in Fig 14.13 are the reactants for a reaction. The chemical 

reaction no longer involves one bond between two atoms, so what happens to the probability? Next 

consider that molecules #17, #18, #29,#30, and #31 in Fig 14.17 are five reactant molecules in a reaction. 

Accordingly, dependent upon how you model the reaction the number of neighbors could reach two 

dozen but how many actually contribute their energy to the reaction is open for debate. And of course the 

number of neighbors involved in a reaction will vary when comparing reactions in the gaseous, versus 

liquid, or solid, or mixed states. Luckily most reactions are between two molecules/atoms, so the 

complexity should generally be manageable.  

Do not forget: If the energy requirement is contained within the exponential part of the probability, 

then the so-called constant (B) contains the odds/likelihood of the neighbors all acting at some instant, as 

was previously discussed in Chapters 11 and 12.  I.e. B is just a constant for that particular process in that 

particular apparatus at those particular conditions.   

Another issue to consider is the states of reactants and/or products i.e. liquid, solid and/or gaseous 

states and how energy can be exchanged in these various states. Certainly the total thermal energy per 

molecule will be different in the gaseous state and then there is the issue of any changes to the gaseous 

potential energy e.g. sees discussion concerning potential of a cloud of gas in Appendix A1.  

Still another possible issue being; is the intramolecular vibrational energy included as part of the 

energy accessible for a reaction? Yet another issue being; if the number of molecules in reactants does not 

equal the number in products then what is the number of neighbors? In general the expectation is that the 

probability of energy extraction is for a one-step process, but is this always the case? And certainly more 

valid questions will remain open for discussion. One’s model for paths hence approach, hence how the 

probability is written, may vary depending upon an array of factors. Perhaps the probability will require a 

kinematic number approach as was previously discussed for latent heats in Chapter 11. 

Spontaneous Reactions 

Based upon eqn 14.43, )/exp(' )( kTuBP r   if the reaction involves the extraction of thermal energy 

(kT) from only one neighbor then the reaction is spontaneous when; ukT   .  

Reactions that do work 

Next consider that the energy of reaction includes change to bonding potential ( U ) plus work that is 

done in the process of the reaction ( VP ) i.e. real enthalpy change ( H ). It has to be said that a precise 

analysis would include as part of it, the change in bonding potential, and any bonding /repulsion/attraction 

potentials in the gaseous state assuming that a gas is a product of the reaction. When gases are products of 

a reaction then the probability should be written in terms of enthalpy change per molecule ( h ).   

If the reaction involved the exchange of thermal energy from one neighbor to break one bond then our 

expected relations for probability should take the following form: 

 )/exp(' )( kThBP r   14.44 (a) 

)/exp(' )( RTHBP r   14.44 (b) 

Gibbs free energy and Probability 

If the chemical reaction results in an internal pressure change within the system, and the probability of 

reaction has temperature dependence then the probability may take the following form. 
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)/exp(' )( kTgBP r   14.45 (a) 

)/exp(' )( RTGBP r   14.45 (b) 

Rather than be completely wrong this author would prefer to leave it to those in the field to determine 

some new clarity concerning Gibbs free energy before discussing eqn 14.45. 

 A Discussion 

The reality; if one accepts that the atmosphere has mass and its upward displacement requires 

work (lost). Then physical chemistry needs a complete overhaul. And this includes changes to our 

understanding of entropy and what the values in chemistry tables really mean.  

The real tragedy remains that although theoretically cumbersome, Gibbs free energy and 

entropy have all been obtained/deduced/calculated for most substances through a combination of 

experiments and calculations all most likely based upon gross misunderstandings. And never 

forget the previously discussed issues with exponentially based probabilities, especially those 

based upon circular logic. Specifically, when one uses the wrong function in an exponential, and 

then applies it to a data set. Thenthe act of normalization may empower them to firmly believe in 

what they have done, albeit it is completely wrong. In other words normalization remains both the 

strength and weakness of exponential probabilities. 

Closing Remarks: Physical Chemistry 

We have only skimmed the surface concerning physical chemistry and how this author 

envisions its relation to thermodynamics could/should be perceived. A major thing to come out of 

all this is the realization that physical chemistry does require a rethink.  

We also arrived at better possible understandings/limitations of both enthalpy and entropy. 

Entropy being related to heat capacity but unlike heat capacity, which has a system wide 

application, entropy may be better envisioned in terms of how a reaction extracts a system’s 

thermal energy enabling chemical reactions. Specifically, entropy in chemistry tables is a 

combination of empirically measured and calculated values all made to render changes to Gibbs 

free energy into a function that separates spontaneous from non-spontaneous reactions. A 

separation that perhaps should be based upon the readily accessible/ extractable thermal energy 

versus the energy required for a given reaction.   

Gibbs free energy may have to remain a part of the sciences for the time being, although its 

true original identity seemingly lacks solid constructive logic. Similarly, entropy arguably 

remains the thermodynamic parameter with too many plausible inexact interpretations, i.e. it still 

requires clarity if not a complete rethink. And of course the sciences may eventually become 

simplified by abandoning entropy and/or Gibbs free energy and/or Helmholtz free energy 

altogether.   

More exacting models on how various reactants become products should be in our future once 

we learn to properly model paths determining how this thermal energy is exchanged and the 

associated path dependent kinematic numbers. Whatever the final outcome, reactions involving 

high frequency energy may require separate consideration from those involving thermal energies.  

Importantly, a new perspective was presented, without emphasizing entropy, as is traditionally 

done. Hopefully some will embrace the concepts discussed herein, and then write more expansive 

books concerning physical chemistry, books that are both simple and eloquent, while enshrined in 
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constructive logic. And then maybe this author will begin to actually fully understand physical 

chemistry.                                  Make me proud, and call me a simpleton!  

 

 

 

 

 

 


